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Abstract
This article presents a heap space analysis for (sequential)
Java bytecode. The analysis generatesheap space cost re-
lationswhich define at compile-time the heap consumption
of a program as a function of its data size. These relations
can be used to obtain upper bounds on the heap space allo-
cated during the execution of the different methods. In addi-
tion, we describe how to refine the cost relations, by relying
on escape analysis, in order to take into account the heap
space that can be safely deallocated by the garbage collector
upon exit from a corresponding method. These refined cost
relations are then used to infer upper bounds on theactive
heap spaceupon methods return. Example applications for
the analysis consider inference of constant heap usage and
heap usage proportional to the data size (including polyno-
mial and exponential heap consumption). Our prototype im-
plementation is reported and demonstrated by means of a se-
ries of examples which illustrate how the analysis naturally
encompasses standard data-structures like lists, trees and ar-
rays with several dimensions written in object-oriented pro-
gramming style.

Categories and Subject DescriptorsF3.2 [Logics and
Meaning of Programs]: Program Analysis; F2.9 [Analy-
sis of Algorithms and Problem Complexity]: General; D3.2
[Programming Languages]

General Terms Languages, Theory, Verification, Reliabil-
ity

Keywords Heap Space Analysis, Heap Consumption, Low-
level Languages, Java Bytecode

1. Introduction
Heap space analysis aims at inferringboundson the heap
space consumption of programs. Heap analysis is more typi-
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cally formulated at the source level (see, e.g., [24, 17, 25, 19]
in the context of functional programming and [18, 13] for
high-level imperative programming languages). However,
there are situations where one has only access to compiled
code and not to the source code. An example of this is
mobile code, where the code consumer receives code to
be executed. In this context, Java bytecode [20] is widely
used, mainly due to its security features and the fact that
it is platform-independent. Automatic heap space analysis
has interesting applications in this context. For instance,re-
source bound certification[14, 4, 5, 16, 12] proposes the use
of safety properties involving cost requirements, i.e., that the
untrusted code adheres to specific bounds on the resource
consumption. Also, heap bounds are useful on embedded
systems, e.g., smart cards in which memory is limited and
cannot easily be recovered. A general framework for the
cost analysis of sequential Java bytecode has been proposed
in [2]. Such analysis statically generatescost relationswhich
define the cost of a program as a function of its input data
size. The cost relations are expressed by means ofrecursive
equationsgenerated by abstracting the recursive structure of
the program and by inferring size relations between argu-
ments. Cost relations are parametric w.r.t. acost model, i.e.,
the cost unit associated to the bytecodeb appears as an ab-
stract valueTb within the equations.

This article develops a novel application of the cost anal-
ysis framework of [2] to infer bounds on the heap space
consumption of sequential Java bytecode programs. In a
first step, we develop a cost model that defines the cost of
memory allocation instructions (e.g.,new andnewarray) in
terms of the number of heap (memory) units it consumes.
E.g., the cost of creating a new object is the number of heap
units allocated to that object. The remaining bytecode in-
structions do not add any cost. With this cost model, we
generate heap space cost relations which are then used to
infer upper bounds on the heap space usage of the differ-
ent methods. These upper bounds provide information on
the maximal heap space required for executing each method
in the program. In a second step, we refine this cost model
to consider the effect of garbage collection. This is done by
relying on escape analysis [15, 8] to identify those mem-
ory allocation instructions which create objects that will be



garbage collected upon exit from the corresponding method.
With this information available, we can generate heap space
cost relations which contain annotations for the heap space
that will be garbage collected. The annotated cost relations
in turn are used to infer upper bounds on theactive heap
spaceupon exit from methods, i.e., the heap space consumed
and that might not be garbage collected upon exit.

A distinguishing feature of the approach presented in this
article w.r.t. previous type-based approaches (e.g., [5, 17])
is that it is not restricted to linear bounds since the gener-
ated cost relations can in principle capture any complexity
class. Moreover, in many cases, the relations can be simpli-
fied to aclosed formsolution from which one can glean im-
mediate information about the expected consumption of the
code to be run. The approach has been assessed by means
of a prototype implementation, which originates from the
one of [3]. It should be noted that the examples in [3] are
simple imperative algorithms which did not make use of
the heap, since they were aimed at demonstrating that tradi-
tional complexity schemata can be handled by the cost anal-
ysis of [2]. In contrast, we demonstrate our heap analysis
by means of a series of example applications written in an
object-oriented style which make intensive use of the heap
and which present novel features like heap consumption that
depends on the class fields, multiple inheritance, virtual in-
vocation, etc. These examples allow us to illustrate the most
salient features of our analysis: inference of constant heap
usage, heap usage proportional to input size, support of stan-
dard data-structures like lists, trees, arrays, etc. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first analysis able to infer arbitrary
heap usage bounds for Java bytecode.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sec. 2
presents an example that illustrates the ideas behind the anal-
ysis. Sec. 3 briefly describes the Java bytecode language.
Sec. 4 defines a cost model for heap consumption and de-
scribes the analysis framework. Sec. 5 demonstrates the dif-
ferent features of the analysis by means of examples. In
Sec.6, we extend our cost model to consider the effect of
garbage collection. Sec. 7 reports on a prototype implemen-
tation and some experimental results. Finally, Sec. 8 con-
cludes and discusses the related work.

2. Worked Example
Consider the Java classes and their corresponding (struc-
tured) Java bytecode depicted in Fig. 1 which define a
linked-list data structure in an object-oriented style, as it
appears in [18]. The classConsis used for data nodes and
the classNil plays the role ofnull to indicate the end of a
list. Both classes define a copy function which is used to
clone the corresponding object. In the case ofNil the copy
method just returnsthissince it is the last element of the list,
and in the case ofConsit clones the current object and its
successors recursively (by calling thecopymethod ofnext).
The rest of this section describes the different steps applied

by the analyzer to approximate the heap consumption of the
program depicted in Fig. 1. Note that the Java program is
provided here just for clarity, the analyzer works directly on
the bytecode which is obtained, for example, by compiling
the Java program.

Step I: In the first step, the analyzer recovers the struc-
ture of the Java bytecode program by building a control
flow graph (CFG) for its methods. The CFG consists of ba-
sic blocks which contain a sequence of non-branching byte-
code instructions, these blocks are connected by edges that
describe the possible flows that originate from the branch-
ing instructions like conditional jumps, exceptions, virtual
method invocation, etc. In Fig. 1, the CFG of the method
Nil.copyconsists of the single blockBlockNil

0 and the CFG
of the methodCons.copyconsists of the rest of the blocks.
BlockCons

0 corresponds to the bytecode ofCons.copyup to
the recursive method callthis.next.copy(). Then, depending
on the type of the object stored inthis.nextthe execution is
transferred to eitherNil.copyor Cons.copy. This is expressed
by the (guarded) branching toBlockCons

1 andBlockCons
2 .

In both cases, the control returns toBlockCons
3 which corre-

sponds to the rest of the statements.

Step II: In the second step, the analyzer builds an interme-
diate representation for the CFG and uses it to infer infor-
mation about the changes in the sizes of the different data-
structures (or in the values of integer variables) when the
control passes from one part of the program (e.g., a block
or a method) to another part. For example, this step infers
that whenNil.copyor Cons.copyare called recursively, the
length of the list decreases by one. This information is es-
sential for defining the heap consumption of one part of the
program in terms of the heap consumption of other parts.

Step III: In the third step, the intermediate representation
and the size information are used together with the cost
model for heap consumption to generate a set of cost rela-
tions which describe the heap consumption behaviour of the
program. The following equations are the ones we get for the
example in Fig. 1:

Heap Space Cost Equations Size relations

CNil
copy(a) = 0 {a=1}

CCons
copy (a) = C0(a)

C0(a) = size(Cons) + CC0(a, b) {a≥1, b≥0, a=b+1}

CC0(a, b) =


C1(a, b)
C2(a, b)

b̂ ∈ Nil

b̂ ∈ Cons

C1(a, b) = CNil
copy(b) + C3(a) {a=1}

C2(a, b) = CCons
copy (b) + C3(a) {a≥2}

C3(a) = 0

Each of these equations corresponds to a method entry, block
or branching in the CFG. An equation is composed by the
left hand side which indicates the block or the method it
represents, and the right hand side which defines its heap
consumption behaviour. In addition, size relations might be
attached to describe how the data size changes when using
another equation.



abstract class List {
abstract List copy();

}
class Nil extends List {

List copy() {
return this;

}
}
class Cons extends List {

int elem;
List next;
List copy(){

Cons aux = new Cons();
aux.elem = this.elem;
aux.next = this.next.copy();
return aux;

}
}

guard(instanceof(Nil))

3:  dup

8:  aload_1
9:  aload_0

16: aload_1
17: aload_0

resolve_virtual(List,copy)

1: areturn

Nil:copy

Block

Block

Block

Cons

Cons

Nil
0

0: aload_0

Cons:copy

0:  new Cons

Block1
Cons

0

3

7:  astore_1
4:  invoke Cons.<init>

10: getfield Cons.elem
13: putfield Cons.elem

18: getfield Cons.next

21: invoke Nil.copy

24: putfield Cons.next
27: aload_1
28: areturn

guard(instanceof(Cons))
21: invoke Cons:copy

Cons
2Block

Figure 1. Java source code and CFG bytecode of example

The equationCNil
copy(a) defines the heap consumption

of Nil.copy in terms of (the size of) its first argumenta
which corresponds to itsthisreference variable (in Java byte-
code thethis reference variable is the first argument of the
method). In this case the heap consumption is zero since
the method does not allocate any heap space. The equation
CCons

copy (a) defines the heap consumption ofCons.copyas the
heap consumption ofBlockCons

0 using the corresponding
equationC0, which in turn defines the heap consumption as
the amount of heap units allocated by thenewbytecode in-
structions, namelysize(Cons), plus the heap consumption
of its successors which is defined by the equationCC0. All
other instructions inBlockCons

0 contribute zero to the heap
consumption. Note that inC0, the variableb corresponds to
this.nextof Cons.copyand that the size analysis is able to
infer the relationa=b+1 (i.e., the lista is longer thanb by
one). The equationCC0 corresponds to the heap consump-
tion of the branches at the end ofBlockCons

0 , depending on
the type ofb (denoted aŝb) it is equal to the heap consump-
tion of BlockCons

1 or BlockCons
2 which are respectively de-

fined by the equationsC1 andC2. The equationC1 defines
the heap consumption ofBlockCons

1 as the heap consump-
tion of Nil.copy (since it is called inBlockCons

1 ) plus the
heap consumption ofBlockCons

3 (using the equationC3).
Similarly C2 defines the heap consumption ofBlockCons

2 in
terms of the heap consumption ofCons.copy. The equation
C3 defines the heap consumption ofBlockCons

3 to be zero
since it does not allocate any heap space.

Step IV: In the fourth step, we can simplify the equations
and try to obtain an upper bound in closed form for the
cost relation by applying the method described in [1]. In
particular, assuming thatsize(Cons) equals 8 (4 bytes for
the integer fielddataand 4 bytes for the reference fieldnext),
we obtain the following simplified equations:

Equation Size relations

CNil
copy(a) = 0 {a=1}

CCons
copy (a) = 8 {a=2}

CCons
copy (a) = 8 + CCons

copy (b) {a≥3, b≥1, a=b+1}

and then obtain an upper bound in closed formCCons
copy (a) =

8 ∗ (a− 1).
The main focus of this paper is on the generation of heap

space cost relations, as illustrated in Step III. Steps I and II
are done as it is proposed in [2] and Step IV as it is described
in [1] and hence we will not give many details on how they
are performed in this paper.

3. The Java Bytecode Language
Java bytecode [20] is a low-level object-oriented program-
ming language with unstructured control and anoperand
stackto hold intermediate computational results. Moreover,
objects are stored in dynamic memory: theheap. A Java
bytecode program consists of a set ofclass files, one for each
class or interface. A class file contains information about its
namec ∈ Class Name, the class it extends, the interfaces it
implements, and the fields and methods it defines. In partic-
ular, for each method, the class file contains: a method sig-
nature which consists of its name and its type; its bytecode
bcm = 〈pc0:b0, . . . , pcnm

:bnm〉, where eachbi is abytecode
instructionandpci is its address; and the method’s excep-
tions table. In this work we consider a subset of the JVM [20]
language which is able to handle operations on integers and
references, object creation and manipulation (by accessing
fields and calling methods), arrays of primitive and reference
types, and exceptions (either generated by abnormal execu-
tion or explicitly thrown by the program). For simplicity, we
omit static fields and initializers and primitive types different
from integers. Such features could be handled by making the
underlying abstract interpretation support them by assuming
the worst case approximation for them. Thus, our bytecode
instruction set (bcInst) is:

bcInst ::=
push x | istore v | astore v | iload v | aload v | iconst a
| iadd | isub | imul | idiv | if� pc | goto pc | ireturn | areturn
| return | new Class Name |
| newarray int | anewarray Class Name | iaload | aaload
| iastore | aastore | athrow | dup
| invokevirtual/invokespecial Class Name.Meth Sig
| getfield/putfield Class Name.Field Sig



where� is a comparison operator (ne,le, icmpgt, etc.),v a
local variable,a an integer,pc an instruction address, andx
an integer or the special valuenull.

4. The Heap Space Analysis Framework
Cost analysis of a low-level object-oriented language such
as Java bytecode is complicated mainly due to its unstruc-
tured control flow (e.g., the use of goto statements rather
than recursive structures), its object-oriented features (e.g.,
virtual method invocation) and its stack-based model. The
recent work of [2] develops a generic framework for the au-
tomatic cost analysis of Java bytecode programs. Essentially,
the complications of dealing with a low-level language are
handled in this framework by abstracting therecursive struc-
ture of the program and by inferringsize relationsbetween
arguments. As we have seen in Sect. 2, this analysis frame-
work is based on transforming the Java bytecode program
to an intermediate representation which fits inside the same
setting all possible forms of loops. Then, using this inter-
mediate representation, the analysis infers information about
the change in the sizes of the relevant data structures as the
program goes through its loops (Steps I and II). Finally, this
information is used to set up a cost relation which defines the
cost of the program in terms of the sizes of the corresponding
data structures.

In this section, we present a novel application of this
generic cost analysis framework to infer bounds on the heap
space consumption of sequential Java bytecode programs.
So far, this framework has been only used in [3] to infer the
complexity of some classical algorithms while in this paper
our purpose is completely different: we aim at computing
bounds on the heap usage for programs written in object-
oriented programming style which make intensive use of
the heap. In Sect. 4.1 and Sect. 4.2, we briefly present the
notions of recursive representation and calls-to size-relation
in a rather informal style. Then, we introduce our cost model
for heap consumption and our notion of heap space cost
relation in Sect. 4.3.

4.1 Recursive Representation

Cost relations can be elegantly expressed as systems ofre-
cursiveequations. In order to automatically generate them,
we need to capture the iterative behaviour of the program
by means of recursion. One way of achieving this is by
computing the CFG of the program. Also, advanced fea-
tures like virtual invocation and exceptions are simply dealt
as additional nodes in the graph. To analyze the bytecode,
its CFG can be represented by using some auxiliary recur-
sive representation (see, e.g., [2]). In this approach, abyte-
codeis transformed into a set ofguarded rulesof the form
〈head ← guard, body〉 where theguard states the applica-
bility conditions for the rule. Rules are obtained from blocks
in the CFG andguardsindicate the conditions under which
each block is executed. As it is customary in determinis-

tic imperative languages, guards provide mutually exclusive
conditions because paths from a block are always exclusive
(i.e., alternative) choices.

DEFINITION 4.1 (rec. representation).Consider a blockp
in a CFG, which contains a sequence of bytecode instruc-
tions B guarded by the conditionGb and whose successor
blocks areq1, · · · , qn. Therecursive representationof p is:

p(l̄, s̄, r)← Gp, B, (q1(l̄, s̄′, r); · · · ; qn(l̄, s̄′, r))

where:

• l̄ is a tuple of variables which corresponds to the method’s
local variables,
• s̄ and s̄′ are tuples of variables which respectively cor-

respond to the active stack elements at the block’s entry
and exit,
• r is a single variable which corresponds to the method’s

return value (omitted if there is not return value),
• Gp andB are obtained from the block’s guard and byte-

code instructions by adding the local variables and stack
elements on which they operate as explicit arguments.

We denote bycalls(B) the set of method invocation instruc-
tions withinB and bybytecode(B) the other instructions.2

The formal translation of bytecode instructions inB to calls
within the recursive rules is presented in [2]. In this transla-
tion, it is interesting to note that the stack positions are visi-
ble in the rules by explicitly defining them as local variables.
This intermediate representation is convenient for analysis as
in one pass we can eliminate almost all stack variables which
results in a more efficient analysis.

EXAMPLE 4.2. The rules that correspond to the blocks
BlockCons

0 , BlockCons
1 andBlockCons

2 in Fig. 1 are:

copyCons0 (this, aux, r)←
new(Cons, s0), dup(s0, s1), Cons.<init>(s1),
astore(s0, aux

′), aload(aux′, s′0), aload(this, s
′
1),

getfield(Cons.elem, s′1, s
′′
1 ),

putfield(Cons.elem, s′0, s
′′
1 ),

aload(aux′, s′′0 ), aload(this, s′′′1 ),
getfield(Cons.next, s′′′′1 ),
(copyCons1 (this, aux′, s′′0 , s′′′′1 , r) ;

copyCons2 (this, aux′, s′′0 , s′′′′1 , r)).

copyCons1 (this, aux, s0, s1, r)←
guard(instanceof(s1, Nil)),
Nil.copy(s1, s

′
1),

copyCons3 (this, aux, s0, s
′
1, r).

copyCons2 (this, aux, s0, s1, r)←
guard(instanceof(s1, Cons)),
Cons.copy(s1, s

′
1),

copyCons3 (this, aux, s0, s
′
1, r).

The rulecopyCons0 is not guarded and has two continuation
blocks, while the other rules are guarded by the type of



the object ofs1 (the top of the stack) and have only one
successor. The bytecode instructions were transformed to
include explicitly the stacks elements and the local variables
on which they operate, moreover, all variables are insingle
static assignmentform. Note that calls to methods take the
same form as calls to blocks, which makes all different forms
of loops to fit in the same setting. 2

4.2 Size Analysis

A size analysis is then performed on the recursive represen-
tation in order to infer thecalls-to size-relationsbetween the
variables in the head of the rule and the variables used in
the calls (to rules) which occur in the body for each program
rule. Derivation of constraints is a standard abstract inter-
pretation over a constraints domain such as Polyhedra [2, 3].
Such relations are essential for defining the cost of one block
in terms of the cost of its successors. The analysis is done
by abstracting the bytecode instructions into the linear con-
straints they impose on their arguments, and then computing
a fixpoint that collectscalls-torelations.

DEFINITION 4.3 (calls-to size-relations).Consider the rule
in Def. 4.1, its calls-tosize-relationsare triples of the form

〈p(x̄), p′(z̄), ϕ〉 wherep′(z̄) ∈ calls(B) ∪ q1(ȳ) ∪ . . . ∪ qn(ȳ)

Thesize-relationϕ is given as a conjunction of linear con-
straints. The tuples of variables̄x, ȳ andz̄ correspond to the
variables of the corresponding block. 2

In Java bytecode, we consider three cases within size re-
lations: for integer variables,size-relationsare constraints
on the possible values of variables; for reference variables,
they are constraints on the length of the longest reachable
paths [21], and for arrays they are constraints on the length of
the array. Note that using the path-length notion cyclic struc-
tures are not handled since to guarantee soundness the corre-
sponding references are abstracted to “unknown-length” and
therefore cost that depends on them cannot be inferred.

EXAMPLE 4.4. The calls-to-size relation for the first rule in
Ex. 4.2 is formed by the triples:

〈copyCons0 (this, aux), copyCons1 (this, aux′, s′′0 , s′′′′1 , r), ϕ〉
〈copyCons0 (this, aux), copyCons2 (this, aux′, s′′0 , s′′′′1 , r), ϕ〉

whereϕ includes, among others, the constraintthis=s′′′′1 +1
which states that the list thatthis points to is longer
by one than the list thats′′′′1 points to (s′′′′1 corresponds
to this.next). The meaning of the above relations is ex-
plained in Section 2. Note that the call to the constructor
Cons.<init> is ignored for simplicity. 2

4.3 Heap Space Cost Relations

In order to define our heap space cost analysis, we start by
defining a cost model which defines the cost of memory
allocation instructions (e.g.,new, newarray andanewarray)
as the the number of heap (memory) units they consume.
The remaining bytecode instructions do not add any cost.

DEFINITION 4.5 (cost model for heap space).We define a
cost modelMheap which takes a bytecode instructionbc
and returns a positive expression as follows:

Mheap(bc)=


size(Class) if bc=new(Class, )

SPrimType ∗ L if bc=newarray(PrimType,L, )

Sref ∗ L if bc=anewarray(Class,L, )

0 otherwise

whereSPrimType andSref denote, respectively, the heap con-
sumption of primitive types and references. Function size is
defined as follows:

size(O) =


X

F∈Class.field

size(type(F )) if O=Class

SPrimType if O is a primitive type
Sref if O is a reference type

where thetype of a field in aClass (i.e.,Class.field) can
be either primitive or reference. 2

In Java bytecode, types are classified into primitive (its
size is represented bySPrimType in our model) and reference
types (Sref). In a particular assessment, one has to set the
concrete values forSPrimType andSref of the JVM imple-
mentation.

For each rule in the recursive representation of the pro-
gram and its corresponding size relation, the analysis gener-
ates the cost equations which define the heap consumption of
executing the block (or possibly a method call) by relying on
the above cost model. Aheap space cost relationis defined
as the set of cost equations for each block of the bytecode
(or rule in the recursive representation).

DEFINITION 4.6 (heap space cost relation).Consider a rule
R of the formp(x̄)← Gp, B, (q1(ȳ); · · · ; qn(ȳ)) and let the
linear constraintsϕ be a conjunction of all call-to size-
relations within the rule. Theheap space costequations for
R are generated as follows:

Cp(x̄) =
X

b∈bytecode(B)

Mheap(b) +
X

r(z̄)∈calls(B)

+Cr(z) + Cp cont(ȳ) ϕ

Cp cont(ȳ) = Cq1(ȳ) Gq1

. . .
Cp cont(ȳ) = Cqn(ȳ) Gqn

whereGqi is the guard ofqi. The heap space cost relation
associated to the recursive representation of a method is
defined as the set of cost equations for its blocks. 2

When the rule has multiplecontinuations, it is trans-
formed into several equations. We specify the cost of each
continuation in a separate equation because the guards for
determining the alternative pathqi that the execution will
take (with i = 1, . . . , n) are only known at the end of the
execution of the bytecodeB; thus, they cannot be evaluated
beforeB is executed. The guards appear also decorating the
equations. In the implementation, when a rule has only one
continuation, it gives rise to a single equation which contains
the size relationϕ as an attachment.



Java source code
abstract class Data{

abstract public Data copy();
}
class Polynomial extends Data{

private int deg;
private int[] coefs;
public Polynomial() {

coefs = new int[11];}
public Data copy() {

Polynomial aux = new Polynomial();
aux.deg = deg;
for (int i=0;i<=deg && i<=10;i++)

aux.coefs[i] = coefs[i];
return aux;}}

class Vector3D extends Data{
private int x;
private int y;
private int z;
public Vector3D(int x,int y,int z) {

this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.z = z;}

public Data copy() {
return new Vector3D(x,y,z);
}
}

class Results{
Data[] rs;
public Results() {

rs = new Data[25];
}

public Results copy() {
Results aux = new Results();
for (int i = 0;i < 25;i++)

aux.rs[i] = rs[i].copy();
return aux;}}

Heap space cost equations
Equation Guard Size rels.

Ccopy(a) = Sref + 25∗Sref + C0(a, 0)
C0(a, i) = Sint + Sref| {z }

size(Polyn)

+11∗Sint + C0(a, j) 〈â.rs[i] ∈ Polyn〉 {i<25, j = i+1}

C0(a, i) = 3∗Sint| {z }
size(V ect3D)

+C0(a, j) 〈â.rs[i] ∈ V ect3D〉 {i<25, j = i+1}

C0(a, i) = 0 {i>=25}

Figure 2. Constant heap space example

EXAMPLE 4.7. The heap space cost equations generated
for the rule copyCons

0 of Ex. 4.2 and the size relation of
Ex. 4.4 are (see Sect. 2):

CCons
0 (this, aux)=size(Cons) + CCCons

0

(this, aux′, s′′0 , s′′′′1 ){this=s′′′′1 +1, . . .}

CCCons
0 (this, aux′, s′′0 , s′′′′1 ) =(

CCons
1 (this, aux′, s′′0 , s′′′′1 )

CCons
2 (this, aux′, s′′0 , s′′′′1 )

ŝ′′′′1 ∈ Nil

ŝ′′′′1 ∈ Cons

The cost ofBlockCons
0 is captured byCCons

0 , among all
bytecode instructions inBlockCons

0 , we count only the
creation of the object of classCons. The continuation of
BlockCons

0 is captured in the relationCCCons
0 , where de-

pending on the type of the objects′′′′1 , we choose between
twomutually exclusiveequationsCCons

1 or CCons
2 . 2

In addition, the analyzer performs a slicing step, which aims
at removing variables that do not affect the cost. And also
tries to simplify the equations as much as possible by ap-
plying unfolding steps. These steps lead to simpler cost re-
lations. Due to lack of space, during the rest of the paper
we will apply them without giving details on how they were
performed.

5. Example Applications of Heap Space
Analysis

In this section, we show the most salient features of our heap
space analysis by means of a series of examples. All exam-
ples are written in object-oriented style and make intensive
use of the heap. We intend to illustrate how our analysis
is able to deal with standard data-structures like lists, trees
and arrays with several dimensions as well as with multi-
ple inheritance, class fields, virtual invocation, etc. We show
examples which present heap usage which depends propor-
tionally to thedata size, namely in some cases it depends on
class fields while in another one on the input arguments. An
interesting point is that heap consumption is, in the differ-
ent examples, constant, linear, polynomial or exponentially
proportional to the data sizes.

For each example, we show the Java source code and
its heap space cost relation. Each relation consists of three
parts: the equations, the guards and the size relations. The
applicability conditions of each equation are defined by the
guards and the size relations. Guards usually provide non-
numeric conditions while size relations provide conditions
on the sizes of the corresponding variables. In addition, size
relations describe how the data changes when the control
moves from one to another part of the program. Since our



Java source code

abstract class List{
abstract public List copy();
}
class Nil extends List{

public List copy() {
return this;

}

class Cons extends List
private Data elem;
private List next;
public List copy() {

Cons aux = new Cons();
aux.elem = this.elem.copy();
aux.next = this.next.copy();
return aux;}

Heap space cost equations
Equation Guard Size rels.

Ccopy(a) =

size(Cons)z }| {
2∗Sref +

this.elem.copy()z }| {
Sint + Sref + 11∗Sint

fi
â.elem ∈ Polyn∧
â.next ∈ Nil

fl
{a = 2}

Ccopy(a) = 2∗Sref + Sint + Sref

+11∗Sint + Ccopy(b)

fi
â.elem ∈ Polyn∧
â.next ∈ Cons

fl 
a≥3, b≥2
a>b

ff
Ccopy(a) = 2∗Sref| {z }

size(Cons)

+ 3∗Sint| {z }
this.elem.copy()

fi
â.elem ∈ V ect3D∧
â.next ∈ Nil

fl
{a = 2}

Ccopy(a) = 2∗Sref + 3∗Sint + Ccopy(b)

fi
â.elem ∈ V ect3D∧
â.next ∈ Cons

fl 
a≥3, b≥2
a>b

ff

Figure 3. Generic list example

system only deals with integer primitive types, we use the
cost model presented in Sect. 4.3 with the constantsSint

andSref to denote the basic sizes for integers and reference
types, respectively. Also note that we provide the Java source
code instead of the bytecode just for clarity and space limi-
tations. The analyzer works directly on the bytecode which
can be found in the appendix.

5.1 Constant Heap Space Usage

In the first example we consider a method with constant
heap space usage, i.e., its heap consumption does not de-
pend on any input argument. Fig. 2 shows both the source
code and the heap space cost equations generated by the
analyzer. The program implements a data hierarchy which
will be used throughout the section. It consists of an abstract
class,Data and two subclasses,PolynomialandVector3D.
The classPolynomialdefines a polynomial expression of de-
gree up to 10 with integer coefficients, the coefficients are
stored in the array fieldcoefsand the degree in the integer
field deg. Its copymethod returns a deep copy of the corre-
sponding polynomial by creating a new array of 11 integers
and copying the firstdeg+1 original coefficients. The class
Vector3D represents an integer vector with 3 dimensions.
The classResultsstores 25 objects of typeData, which in
execution time will bePolynomialor Vector3Dobjects. Its
copymethod produces a deep copy of the whole structure
where each of the 25 elements is copied by its correspond-
ing copymethod (hence dynamically resolved).

The cost equations generated by the analyzer for the
methodResults.copyare shown in Fig. 2 (at the bottom left).
The first equationCcopy(a) defines the heap consumption
of the method in terms of its first argumenta which corre-

sponds to the abstraction of itsthis reference variable (i.e.,
its size). It counts the heap space allocated for the creation of
an object of typeResults, namelySref ; the space allocated
by its constructor, namely25∗Sref ; and the space allocated
when executing the loop. The heap space allocated by the
loop is captured byC0 and it depends on the type of the
object at the current position of the array (which is spec-
ified in the guards by checking the class ofâ.rs[i]) such
that the call to its correspondingcopy method contributes
Sint + Sref+11∗Sint if it is an instance ofPolynomialand
3∗Sint if it is an instance ofVector3D.

As already mentioned, a further issue is how to automat-
ically infer closed formsolutions (i.e., without recurrences)
from the generated cost relations. In our examples, we can
directly apply the method of [1] to compute an upper bound
in closed form. However, we will not go into details of this
process as it is not a concern of this paper and we will sim-
ply show the asymptotic complexity that can be directly ob-
tained from such upper bounds. We can observe from the
equations that the asymptotic complexity isO(1), as equa-
tion Ccopy is a constant plusC0, andC0 is called a constant
number of times (in this case 25 times). By assuming that
Sint = 4 andSref = 4, we can obtain the following upper
boundCcopy = 4 + 25 ∗ 4 + 25 ∗ 52 = 1404.

5.2 Bounds Proportional to the Input Data Size

For the second example, we consider a generic data structure
of type List. Both the source code and the heap space cost
equations obtained by our analyzer are depicted in Fig. 3.
The list is implemented taking advantage of the polymor-
phism as in the style of the example in Sect. 1, but in this
case the elements of the list are objects extending fromData



Java source code
class Score{

private int gt1, gt2;
public Score() {

gt1 = 0;
gt2 = 0;
}

class Scoreboard{
private Score[][][] scores;

public Scoreboard(int a,int b) {
scores = new Score[a][][];
for (int i = 1;i <= a;i++) {

scores[i-1] = new Score[i][];
for (int j = 0;j < (i-1);j++) {

scores[i-1][j] = new Score[b];
for (int k = 0;k < b;k++)

scores[i-1][j][k] = new Score();}}}}
Heap space cost equations

Equation Guard Size rels.

C<init>(a, b) = a∗Sref + C1(a, b, 1)
C1(a, b, i) = i∗Sref + C2(b, i, 0) + C1(a, b, d) {i≤a, d = i+1}
C1(a, b, i) = 0 {i > a}
C2(b, i, j) = b∗Sref + C3(b, 0) + C2(b, i, d) {j <(i−1), d = j+1}
C2(b, i, j) = 0 {j ≥ (i−1)}
C3(b, k) = 2∗Sint + C3(b, c) {k<b, c = k+1}
C3(b, k) = 0 {k ≥ b}

Figure 4. Multi-dimensional arrays example

(see the classes in Fig. 2) rather than integer primitive types.
TheList.copymethod returns a deep copy of the list which,
in addition to copying the whole list structure, it copies each
element by using the correspondingData.copymethod (re-
solved at execution time).

At the bottom of Fig. 3, we show the heap space cost
equations our analyzer generates for the methodList.copy
of classCons. The equationCcopy(a) defines the heap con-
sumption of the whole method in terms of its first argumenta
which represents the size of itsthis reference variable. There
are four equations forCcopy, two of them (the second and
the fourth one) are recursive and correspond to the case in
which the rest of the list is not empty, i.e.,â.next ∈ Cons.
Note that, in such recursive equations, the size analysis is
able to infer the constrainta > b, thus ensuring that re-
cursive calls are made with a strictly decreasing value. The
other two equations are constant and correspond to the base
case (i.e. the rest of the list is empty). This is abstracted in
the size relations with the constrainta = 2. Note that the
heap usage depends on whether we invoke thecopymethod
of a Polynomialor a Vector3Dobject. By considering the
worst cases for all equations, we can infer the upper bound
Ccopy(a)≤(5∗Sref +15∗Sint)∗a ≡ O(a) which describes
a heap consumption linear ina, the size of the list.

5.3 Multi-Dimensional Arrays

Let us consider the example in Fig. 4. The classScoreboard
is instrumental to show how our heap space analysis deals
with complex multi-dimensional array creation. The class
has a 3-dimensional array field. The constructor takes two
integersa and b and creates an array such that: the first
dimension isa; the second dimension ranges from1 to a;
and the third dimension isb. Each array entryscores[i][j][k]
stores an object of typeScore.

At the bottom of Fig. 4 we can see the heap space cost
equations generated by the analyzer for the constructor of
classScoreboard. The equationC<init>(a, b) represents the
heap space consumption of the constructor wherea and b
correspond to the size of its input parameters. It counts the
heap consumed by constructing the first array dimension,
a∗Sref , plus the heap consumption when executing the out-
ermost loop which is represented by the callC1(a, b, 1). The
heap consumption modeled byC1 includes the amount of
heap allocated for the second array dimension in each itera-
tion, i∗Sref , and the consumption of executing the middle
loop which is represented by the callC2(b, i, 0). Note that
size analysis infers that withinC1, the value ofi increases
by 1 at each iteration (d=i+1) until it converges toa (i≤a).
The equationC2 defines the heap consumption of the mid-
dle loop, which includes the heap allocated for the third ar-
ray dimension,b∗Sref , plus the consumption of executing
the innermost loop which is represented by the callC3(b, 0).
Finally, C3 models the heap space required for creating
b−k Scoreobjects by the innermost loop. In this case, we
can infer the upper boundC<init>(a, b) ≤ (((2∗Sint∗b) +
b∗Sref )∗a + a∗Sref )∗a + a∗Sref ≡ O(b∗a2).

5.4 Complex Data Structures

For the last example, let us consider a more complex tree-
like data structure which is depicted in Fig. 5. The class
MultiBST implements a binary search tree data structure
where each node has an object of type List (from Fig. 3) and
two successors of typeMultiBST which correspond to the
right and left branches of the tree. The constructor method
creates an empty tree whosedata field is initialized to an
empty list, i.e., an instance of classNil. The copy method
performs a deep copy of the whole tree by relying on the
copymethod of classList.



Java source code
class BST {

private List data;
private MultiBST lc;
private MultiBST rc;
public MultiBST() {

data = new Nil();
lc = null; rc = null; }

public MultiBST copy() {
MultiBST aux = new MultiBST();
aux.data = data.copy();
if (l==null) aux.lc=null; else aux.lc=lc.copy();
if (r==null) aux.rc=null; else aux.rc=rc.copy();
return aux;}}

Heap space cost equations
Equation Guard Size rels.

C(a) = 3∗Sref + D(d) 〈â.lc = null, â.rc = null〉 {a>0, a>d}
C(a) = 3∗Sref + D(d) + C(l) 〈â.lc 6= null, â.rc = null〉 {a>0, a>d, a>l}
C(a) = 3∗Sref + D(d) + C(r) 〈â.lc = null, â.rc 6= null〉 {a>0, a>d, a>r}
C(a) = 3∗Sref + D(d) + C(l) + C(r) 〈â.lc 6= null, â.rc 6= null〉 {a>0, a>d, a>l, a>r}

Figure 5. Multi binary search tree example

The heap space cost equations generated by the analyzer
for the methodMultiBST.copyare depicted in Fig. 5 (at the
bottom). The equations definingC(a) represent the heap
space usage of the whole method in terms of the parameter
a, which corresponds to the maximal path-length in the tree.
There are four cases which correspond to the different pos-
sible values for the left and right branches (equal or different
from null). Consider for example the last equation:3 ∗ Sref

is the heap allocated by the new instruction;D(d) is the
heap consumption for copying an object of typeList which
corresponds toCcopy from Fig. 3; C(l) and C(r) corre-
spond to the heap consumption of copying the left and right
branches respectively. From the cost relation, we infer the
upper boundC(a)≤(3∗Sref+D(a))∗2a whereD(a) corre-
sponds to the cost of copying thedatafield (see Sec. 5.2).

6. Active Heap Space with Garbage
Collection

One of the safety principles in the Java language is ensured
by the use of a garbage collector which avoids errors by the
programmer related to deallocation of objects from the heap.
The aim of this section is to furnish the heap usage cost
relations withsafe annotationswhich mark the heap space
that will be deallocated by the garbage collector upon exit
from the corresponding method. The annotations are then
used to infer heap space upper bounds for methods upon exit.

In order to generate such annotations, we rely on the use
of escape analysis(see, e.g., [8, 15]). Essentially, we as-
sume that the heap allocation instructionsnew, newarray
andanewarray have been respectively transformed by new
instructionsnew gc, newarray gc and anewarray gc as
long as it is guaranteed that the lifetime of the correspond-
ing allocated heap space does not exceed the instruction’s
static scope. In this case, the heap space can be safely deal-
located upon exit from the corresponding method. This pre-
processing transformation can be done in a straightforward
way by using the information inferred by escape analysis. In

the following, we refer bytransformedbytecode instructions
to the above transformation performed on the heap alloca-
tion instructions. Also, we usegc(H) to denote that the heap
spaceH will safely be garbage collected upon exit from the
corresponding method (according to escape analysis) and
ngc(H) to denote that it might not be garbage collected.

DEFINITION 6.1. We define a cost model for heap space
with garbage collection which takes atransformedbytecode
instructionbc and returns a positive symbolic expression as:

Mgc
heap(bc)=



ngc(size(Class)) if bc=new(Class, )
gc(size(Class)) if bc=new gc(Class, )

ngc(SPrimType ∗ L) if bc=newarray(PrimType,L, )
gc(SPrimType ∗ L) if bc=newarray gc(PrimType,L, )

ngc(Sref ∗ L) if bc=anewarray(Class,L, )
gc(Sref ∗ L) if bc=anewarray gc(Class,L, )

0 otherwise

whereSPrimType, Sref andsize() are as in Def. 4.5. 2

The above cost model returns asymbolicpositive expres-
sion which contains the annotationsgc andngc as described
above. Therefore, when generating the heap space cost rela-
tions as described in Def. 4.6 w.r.t.Mgc

heap, the cost relations
will be of the following form:

C(x̄) = gc(Hgc) + ngc(Hngc) +
∑

Cr(z) ϕ

where we assume that all symbolic expressions wrapped
by gc (resp. byngc) are grouped together within each cost
equation and denote the total heap spaceHgc that will be
garbage collected (resp.Hngc which might not be) after the
application of such equation.

EXAMPLE 6.2. Suppose we add the following methods
abstract List map(Func o); // List
List map(Func o) { return this; } // Nil
List map(Func o) { // Cons

List tail = this.next.map(o);
Cons head = new Cons();
head.next = tail;
head.elem = o.f(new Integer(this.elem));
return head;

}



respectively to the classesList, Nil and Cons which are
depicted in Fig. 1. The methodmapclones the corresponding
list structure, but the value of the fieldelem in the clone is
the result of applying the methodo.f on the corresponding
value in the cloned list. Note that the methodo.f, takes as
input an object of typeInteger, thereforethis.elem(which
is of type int) is first converted toInteger by creating a
temporary correspondingIntegerobject. For simplicity, we
do not give a specific definition forFunc, but we assume that
its methodf (which is called usingo.f) does not allocate
any heap space and that it returns a value of typeint. Using
escape analysis, the creation of the temporaryIntegerobject
can be annotated as local tomap, therefore we replace the
correspondingnew instruction bynew gc. Assuming that the
size of anIntegerobject is 4 bytes, and using the cost model
of Def. 6.1, we obtain the following cost equations:

Equation Size relations

CNil
map(a) =0 {a=1}

CCons
map (a)=gc(4)+ngc(8) {a=2}

CCons
map (a)=gc(4)+ngc(8)+CCons

map (b){a≥3, b≥1, a=b+1}
The symbolic expressiongc(4) in the above equations corre-
sponds to the heap space allocated for the temporaryInteger
object which can be garbage collected upon exit frommap,
andngc(8) corresponds to the heap space allocated for the
Consobject. As before,a corresponds to the size of thethis
reference variable (i.e., the list length) andb to this.next. 2

Using the refined cost relations we can infer different
information about the heap space usage depending on the
interpretation given to thegc and ngc annotations. Let us
first consider the following definitions:

∀ H, gc(H) = 0 andngc(H) = H (1)

where we do not count the heap space that will be deal-
located upon exit from the corresponding method. By ap-
plying Eq. (1) to a cost relationCm of a methodm, we
can infer an upper boundUgc

m of the active heap space
upon the exit fromm, i.e., the heap space consumed bym
which might not be deallocated upon exit. In this setting,
for the cost relations of Ex. 6.2 we infer the closed form
Ugc

map ≡ CCons
map (a) = 8 ∗ (a − 1). It is important to note

that, in general, such upper bound does not ensure that the
heap space required for executingm does not exceedUgc

m ,
i.e., it is not an upper bound of the heap usageduring the
execution ofm but rather onlyafter its execution. Actually,
in this simple example, we can observe already that during
the execution of the methodmap, if all objects are heap al-
located, we need more than8 ∗ (a − 1) heap units (as the
objects of typeIntegerwill be heap allocated and they are
not accounted in the upper bound). However, one of the ap-
plications of escape analysis is to determine which objects
can be stack allocated instead of heap allocated in order to
avoid invoking the garbage collector which is time consum-
ing [8]. For instance, in the above example, the objects of

type Integercan be safely stack allocated. When this stack
allocation optimization is performed, thenUgc

m is indeed an
upper bound for the heap space required to executem.

In order to infer upper bounds for the heap space required
during the execution ofm, we definegc andngc as follows:

∀ H, gc(H) = H andngc(H) = H (2)

In this case, we obtain the same cost relations as in Def. 4.6
which correspond to the worst case heap usage in which we
do not discount any deallocation by the garbage collector.
In this setting, for the cost relation of Ex. 6.2 we infer the
closed formUmap(a) ≡ CCons

map (a) = 12 ∗ (a− 1).
Analysis for finding upper bounds on the memory high-

watermark cannot be directly done using cost relations as
introducing decrements in the equations requires computing
lower bounds. As a further issue, theactive heap space
upper bound,Ugc

m , can be used to improve the accuracy of
the upper bound on the heap space required for executing
a sequence of method calls. For example, an upper bound
of the heap space required for executing a methodm1 and
upon its return immediately executing a methodm2 can be
approximated bymax(Um1 , U

gc
m1

+ Um2) which is more
precise than takingUm1 + Um2 as it takes into account
that after executingm1 we can apply garbage collection and
only then executingm2. This idea is the basis for a post-
processing that could be done on the program in order to
obtain more accurate upper bounds on the heap usage at a
program pointlevel. This is a subject of ongoing research.

7. Experiments
In order to assess the practicality of our heap space analy-
sis, we have implemented a prototype inter-procedural an-
alyzer inCiao [10] as an extension of the one in [3]. We
still have not incorporated an escape analysis in our imple-
mentation and hence the upper bounds inferred correspond
to those generated using Eq. (2) of Sect. 6. The experiments
have been performed on an Intel P4 Xeon 2 GHz with 4 GB
of RAM, running GNU Linux FC-2, 2.6.9. Table 1 shows
the run-times of the different phases of the heap space anal-
ysis process. The name of the main class to be analyzed is
given in the first column,Benchmark, and its size (the sum
of all its classfile sizes) in KBytes is given in the second
column,Size. Columns 3-6 shows the runtime of the differ-
ent phases in milliseconds, they are computed as the arith-
metic mean of five runs:RR is the time for obtaining the
recursive representation (building CFG, eliminating stack el-
ements, etc., as outlined in Sec. 4.1);Size An.is the time for
the abstract-interpretation based size analysis for computing
size relations;Cost is the time taken for building the heap
space cost relations for the different blocks and representing
them in a simplified form; andTotal shows the total times
of the whole analysis process. In the last column,Complex-
ity, we depict the asymptotic complexity of the (worst-case)
heap space cost obtained from the cost relations.



Benchmark Size RR Size An. Cost Total Complexity

ListInt 0.86 24 53 7 83 O(n) n ≡ list length
Results 1.31 83 275 15 374 O(1) –
BSTInt 0.48 37 113 5 156 O(2n) n ≡ tree depth
List 1.79 71 207 16 293 O(n) n ≡ list length
Queue 1.93 219 570 24 813 O(n) n ≡ queue length
Stack 1.38 89 643 17 749 O(n) n ≡ stack length
BST 1.43 97 238 14 349 O(2n) n ≡ tree depth
Scoreboard 0.65 280 1539 12 1830 O(a2∗b) {a, b} ≡ input args.
MultiBST 2.35 166 510 34 709 O(n∗2n) n ≡ tree depth

Table 1. Measured time (in ms) of the different phases of cost analysis

Regarding the benchmarks we have used, on one hand,
we have benchmarks implementing some classic data struc-
tures using an object-oriented programming style, which
expose the analyzer’s ability in handling such classical data
structures as well as sophisticated object-oriented program-
ming features. In particular,ListInt, List, Queue, Stack,
BSTInt, BST andMultiBST implement respectively integer
and generic lists, generic queues, generic stacks, integer and
generic binary search trees which allow data repetitions.
On the other hand, we have some benchmarks which expose
more particular issues of heap space analysis, such asResults
which has constant heap space usage andScoreboardwhich
presents a multidimensional arrays creation. For all bench-
marks, we have analyzed the correspondingcopy method
which performs a deep copy of the corresponding structure.

We can observe in the table that computing size relations
is the most expensive step as it requires a global analysis of
the program, whereasRRandCostbasically involve a single
pass on the code. Our prototype implementation supports the
full instructions set of sequential Java bytecode, however, it
is still preliminary, and there is plenty of room for optimiza-
tion, mainly in the size analysis phase, which in addition as-
sumes the absence of cyclic data structures, which can be
verified using the non-cyclicity analysis [23].

8. Conclusions and Related Work
We have presented an automatic analysis of heap usage for
Java bytecode, based on generating at compile-time cost re-
lations which define the heap space consumption of an in-
put bytecode program. By means of a series of examples
which allocate lists, trees, trees of lists, arrays, etc. in the
heap, we have shown that our analysis is able to infer non-
trivial bounds for them (including polynomial and exponen-
tial complexities). We believe that the experiments we have
presented show that our analysis improves the state of the
practice in heap space analysis of Java bytecode.

Related work in heap space analysis includes advanced
techniques developed in functional programming, mainly
based on type systems with resource annotations (see,
e.g., [24, 17, 25, 19]) and, hence, they are quite different
technically to ours. But heap space analysis is compara-

tively less developed for low-level languages such as Java
bytecode. A notable exception is the work in [11], where
a memory consumption analysis is presented. In contrast
to ours, their aim is to verify that the program executes in
bounded memory by simply checking that the program does
not create new objects inside loops, but they do not infer
bounds as our analysis does. Moreover, it is straightforward
to check that new objects are not created inside loops from
our cost relations. Another related work includes research
in the MRG project [5, 7], which focuses on building a
proof-carrying code [22] architecture for ensuring that byte-
code programs are free from run-time violations of resource
bounds. The analysis is developed for a functional language
which then compiles to a (subset of) Java bytecode and it
is restricted to linear bounds. In [6] the Bytecode Specifica-
tion Language is used to annotate Java bytecode programs
with memory consumption behaviour and policies, and then
verification tools are used to verify those policies.

For Java-like languages, the work of [18] presents a type
system for heap analysis without garbage collection, it is
developed at the level of the source code and based on
amortised analysis (hence it is technically quite different to
our work) and, unlike us, they do not present an inference
method for heap consumption. On the other hand, the work
of [9] deals also with Java source code, it is able to infer
polynomial complexity though it does not handle recursion.

Some works consider explicit deallocation of objects by
decreasing the cost by the size of the deallocated object (see,
e.g., [18, 17]). This approach is interesting when one wants
to observe the heap consumption at certain program points.
However, it cannot be directly incorporated in our cost re-
lations because they are intended to provide aglobal upper
bound of a method’s execution. Naturally, it should happen
that allocated objects are correctly deallocated and hence our
cost relations would provide zero as (global) upper bound.
Other work which considers cost with garbage collection
is [24]. Unlike ours, it is developed for pure functional pro-
grams where the garbage collection behaviour is easier to
predict as programs do not have assignments.

In the future, we want to extend our work in several direc-
tions. On the practical side, we want to incorporate an escape



analysis to transform the bytecode as outlined in Sect. 6. Re-
garding scalability, it is a question of performance vs. preci-
sion trade-off and depends much on the underlying abstract
domain used by the size analysis. We believe our analysis
would scale without sacrificing precision if an efficient do-
main like octagons is used together with [1]. On the theoret-
ical side, we plan to adapt our analysis to infer upper bounds
on the heap usage at given program points in the presence of
garbage collection. We also would like to develop an analy-
sis which infers upper bounds on the call stack usage.
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